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Edit O – Wendy Carlyle
Happy New Year to you all! We’ve been away from orienteering
during Tony’s recovery, attending just a couple of local events in
recent times now that he is back to running fitness. Parkrun filled the
gap for me. Last January an informal running group was set up in our
village to do the NHS Couch 2 5k programme. The group has gone
from strength to strength with non runners progressing to the regular
Saturday morning runs and enjoying also their share of marshalling.
In addition to this we run locally 2-3 times a week and the social side
of the group has become as important as the running. Back before
Christmas we did a Santa Run in Skipton and a Pub Run around local
hostelries! I never fail to be amazed at how the simple act of being out with others in the
fresh air, running, can help physical and mental health in equal measures. I struggled to train
by myself, but I push myself hard with the group and I’ve made a whole group of new pals, all
younger than me!!
Thank you to this issue’s contributors. Be sure to sign up to help deliver BOC 2019!
AA Archives
In the September 1993 issue of Aire Affairs, junior David Crowther was on the cover (in black
and white of course). I reported on the very wet rest day at the Scottish Six Days on Royal
Deeside: the Ross family had bravely gone out on their bikes, the Chapmans and Carlyles
aborted their planned walk for hot chocolate in a Ballater café and the showers at the leisure
centre resembled a scene from Tenko! Notable results at the SSD included our Becky, 4th in
W10A; Richard Hill, 1st in M17B and Catherine Cox, 2nd in W15B
Chairs Lindsey and Rob were heading off to a Corsican score event planned in the ‘Grande
Randonnee’ style (you’ll have to explain that one folks!)
Several mapping ventures were underway: Jeff Mason was surveying parkland and school
areas; Middleton Woods was being re-done, together with Nell Bank Centre. Ian Hill was
surveying Lineham Farm near Eccup and Pete Livesey, Horsehead Moor (now there is a name
I would like to see on a map!)
There was an article from Erik Peckett on the bid for the World Championships in 1999 with
a proposed budget of £380 000.
Chris Burden reported on the proposal made by Bradford Countryside Service to charge AIRE
for the use of Bradford moorlands, £55 for a colour coded event and £130 for a badge event.
Tony Thornley achieved his Championship Standard in M45 in the National Badge Scheme
and Alistair Wood achieved his in M40.
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Chair Affairs – David Williams
The only place I can and should start my first Chair Affairs is
with a huge thank you to Tony. Not for persuading me to have
a go at this role and not just for doing a fantastic job as Aire
Chairman over the last 3 years but for all he has done and
continues to do for the club.
Talking of which;
Golden Anniversary event Ilkley Moor 3rd March.
Tony is planning the 50th Anniversary event at Ilkley Moor. The day includes a Yorkshire Super
League event with all the normal colour coded courses but before you go and enjoy the latest
version of his modern map, you’re going to need to try the Historic event. Nostalgia for some
of us - not only different era maps going decades back but also Pin Punches and Control cards
(don’t forget the old shoe lace to tie the card around your wrist). For younger members you
can sample life on maps where knolls and boulders don’t even make it to the legend and
streams are optional.
British Championships 2019 - May 4-6
Tony’s latest map will be the used for the British Champs Long Distance. He and many other
of our members have been working hard to get everything ready for Aire to be the primary
host for this year’s championship weekend.
Aire with Claro are going to have the responsibility to provide most of the manpower at
Kilnsey for the Long Distance event on Sunday 5th May. The call for volunteers will be going
out shortly, remember a swift response really helps the organising team.
Website and Twitter
Robert Gatenby has taken over coordinating the website and I hope you have already noticed
the more regular news and event reports. He has a lot of exciting ideas to freshen up the site
and make some aspects more accessible.
Alice Leake has similarly taken over a coordinating role on the Twitter account which is seeing
much more use.
Thanks to both of you for taking on the roles. I think we are already seeing the benefits in that
we are getting new members and a lot of beginners attending recent events. Numbers are up
at Wednesday evening events and the last two Regional events at Roundhay and Adel have
been very well attended, in fact the Regional last weekend at Adel was the highest attendance
we have had for six years at this level of event. There were a lot of newcomers on all courses
and the “Runner beginner” Long orange course was very popular at both events.
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New Members and Coaching
If this is your first Aire Affairs, welcome to the Club. The Club has a number of coaches who
are more than happy to be contacted to help new (and indeed existing) members learn about
the sport and improve. For Seniors, David Alcock and for Juniors, Lindsey King are the first
points of contact and their details are on the Contacts Page on the website. Lindsey is just
finalising a Spring Junior Coaching Programme and details will be available shortly.
David is organising a Sprint Relay training day on Saturday 13th April based at Holt Park and
Brownlee Centre, Boddington. Alice Leake (8th in last year’s World Champs Sprint Event) has
agreed to share some of her best tips in a short talk – Great preparation for the Mixed Sprint
Relay at Bradford University on the British Championships weekend.
The Club has run an Autumn Coaching weekend in the Lake District the last couple of years.
We are keen to make the weekend appeal to as broad a cross section of members as possible.
The coaching team are going to circulate some different options for this year and would like
feedback on both format and preferred location.
Finally, A reminder that a major part of the Chair’s role is to be a conduit for members’ views.
So feel free to collar me at an event or e mail me.
(On behalf of Members, David, welcome to the Chair and thank you for taking on the role,
Ed.)

BOC 2019
Following on from David’s comments, please put BOC 2019 on to your calendars
and enter the event/volunteer your help for the Long Race day, well in advance,
to support the Planning Team. David Alcock has sent these links for us to consult
and share:
The cheapest entry deadline is 3 February.

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/events/2261283007434845/
Website: http://boc2019.org.uk/
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Aire Affairs Interview with David Williams
David, you have taken on the mantle of Aire Chair. Please tell us something of yourself and
your orienteering:
How did you get in to orienteering?
My father Ron was a member of Deeside from the early 1970’s. I was first taken along to O
events from 1973 (Age 11). My first individual event would have been my last if my mother
had anything to do with it as I wore my school shoes and one didn’t return with me and is
probably still to this day in a marsh at Hagg Side (Ladybower). I really started going regularly
and competing in the larger events from 1977 right through to 1991. I first joined Aire in
January 1987 when I moved to Leeds.
The Orienteering bug bit me again when I tried to get my boys Peter and Ross involved, taking
them to a first event in the Lakes in spring 2015. We started coming to the Aire Wednesday
evening events and by the end of the year they didn’t need shadowing, so I could do my own
course.
What are your personal targets for 2019?
I don’t have any target as such. Getting running again after a 25 year break has meant quite
a few aches pains and injuries, so my hope/target for 2019 is to see less of my Physio!
Do you train specifically for orienteering and/or what form does your training take?
Not this time around. I had fourteen years of a proper training regime and being a member
of Wirral AC and then Leeds City AC to help with the running side. Now I do my orienteering
which, if there is a Wednesday evening, can be twice a week. The main thing I have done to
keep fit over the last fifteen years is cycle and I tend to get out 2-3 times a week with that.
How else do you like to spend your spare time?
Apart from the cycling, spare time is family life. My eldest Imogen is 23 and now lives in
London, Peter (21) and Ross (16) still live at home, so Dad’s taxi is still required and with Ross’s
band some Roadie work is now needed.
Which has been your most satisfying/enjoyable orienteering event to date and why?
The most enjoyable event of the year was the British Champs at Balmoral. My wife Ruth was
born in Aberdeen (and moved away as a baby and had never been back) so we made a long
weekend of it, staying in Aberdeen. On the day of the event I was happy in the forest on a
testing course in fantastic terrain while Ruth looked around the Castle and sat down to watch
the Royal Wedding on the screen in the courtyard -perfect.
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Overall since coming back to Orienteering I have really enjoyed the variety of the different
formats. When I stopped it was still the case that all events were Classic terrain orienteering,
so I have been really enjoying the Sprint, Middle and Urban formats as something new to me.
Have you ever achieved what might be termed a ‘perfect run’ and, if yes, could you tell us
about it?
I think a perfect run is an elusive thing. The closest I got to it this year was probably at the
British Sprints at Bath University. I overshot one control slightly. I think in urban it is possible
to identify the optimum route choice more easily. I have memories of some events in the Lake
District (eg High Dam, Holme Fell) and Scotland (eg Trossachs, Achilty) where I really felt in
the zone, reading the contours on difficult areas, and did feel an intense satisfaction on the
day with the navigation and feeling this is what it’s about. Not returned to that yet -so I’ll
keep trying!!
(Thank you David, Ed.)

Caption Competition!!

Yes it’s Competition Time again! Send me your captions for this capture of
Steve at a recent orienteering event, and the wittiest (in the opinion of the
Editor!) will receive a copy of the Ordnance Survey Puzzle Book. Entries by the
end of January please, to: wendy.carlyle@btinternet.com
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Airienteers Spring Sprint and Relay Training Session – Holt
Park and Boddington - Sat 13 April 2019
Aim: To practise sprint and relay techniques prior to the JK Sprint and Relays and BOC Mixed
Sprint Relays.
Meet at Holt Park (parking area by High Farm pub, Farrar Lane, LS16 7AQ) at 13.30 for a 13.4514.45 session - urban terrain - shorts and trainers OK.
Drive/bike 1.5 miles to (Brownlee Centre, Boddington Way, LS16 8NA) for 15.00-15.30
coffee/snack plus a training talk by GB orienteer (8th in Sprint O at 2018 World Champs) Alice
Leake.
15.30-16.30 Sprint relay practice at Boddington (star/clover leaf relay loops in pairs to
simulate relay competitions) - parkland terrain - full leg cover and good grips recommended.
16.30-17.00 debrief, change and depart - changing rooms and showers are available.
There is no charge but you may wish to bring money for refreshments.
Thank you to The Brownlee Centre and the University of Leeds for permission to use their
facilities.
Please fill in brief details in this spreadsheet so I know rough numbers for printing purposes
and rough levels of experience: www.tinyurl.com/AIREsprint19
Juniors (under 16) can attend the second session but should not attend the first session owing
to exposure to road traffic.
Check www.aire.org.uk nearer the event in case details change.
Thank you - David Alcock (Organiser and Coach) - secretary@aire.org.uk; Graeme Tiffany
(Coach)
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World University Orienteering Championships -Kuortane
Finland 2018 - Joe Woodley
In 2018 my major orienteering goal was selection for the World University Championships
which was being held in Finland. As this was my second year as a senior the World
Championships still seemed far out of reach and as such World Uni’s provided a perfect
opportunity to get more international experience during my transition towards senior
competitions. I worked harder than ever during the winter and raced well at the JK, finishing
9th overall in M21 Elite and finishing 12th at the British Long Championships. These are my
best senior results to date and I felt that I had made a big step towards closing the gap to the
very best British orienteers. These results also put me in the top five under 25’s good enough
to secure a spot in the GB
World University’s team.

Exploring Edinburgh before
the British Long-Distance
Championships at Balmoral.

From the high of selection,
I found it a real battle to
make it to the competition
in my best shape. I was
working super hard to
complete my masters, with
exams and coursework
deadlines falling either
side of the competition
week. Nonetheless, as the
team
gathered
at
Edinburgh Airport I was determined to perform as well as possible and enjoy the week to the
max. I also kept in the back of my mind that this was all part of my development and I’d still
be under 25 and eligible for World Uni’s in 2020, to be held in Russia. Whatever happened
this week I would learn some valuable lessons and enjoy the experience!
I had been selected for the Middle, Long and Relay races. This meant that on the first day of
competition I would be spectating the sprint relay and most importantly cheering on my team
mates. The team consisted of Cecilie Andersen (Oxford), Johnny Crickmore (Herriot Watt),
Alexander Chepelin (Edinburgh) and Megan Carter-Davies (Bristol). After Cecilie got off to a
great start the team ran well to eventually finish in 4th place, just a matter of seconds away
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from a medal! Everyone was tired, including the enthusiastic spectators, but so proud and
motivated for the rest of the week! My first race was the middle distance, held at Lapua in
scorching heat! Despite starting well, I lost map contact in vague flat terrain, making a parallel
error on my way to the second control.

Error at 2: Having lost direction in the flat area of light green low visibility marsh (1.) I saw crag (2.)
believing it to be crag (3.) and so ended up too far left with nothing to relocate off.

I hadn’t lost too much time, but I remember feeling like I’d already thrown away any chance
of a good result. I made a few more micro-errors as I rushed on, hoping to salvage the poor
start. Any orienteer will tell you that you must put such mistakes behind you, it is not possible
to make up lost time. However, this is always a challenge when the stakes are high at an
international race that means a lot to you! By about half way around the course I made the
decision to retire. My reasoning was that I still had two races later in the week and in the
intense heat I would do well to save myself for those races. Afterwards I felt terrible and
wished I had persevered, if only for the experience.
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The next day was the Sprint race, I wasn’t racing so took the opportunity to relax and watch
the online TV coverage. The best British results came from Alex Chepelin who came 5th in the
men’s race and Katie Reynolds (Bangor) who came 11th in the women’s race. The final two
days of competition were the Long and Relay races. The long race was tough, with difficult
navigation, energy sapping heather and steep climbs. I tried hard throughout the race,
avoiding any large mistakes. It was a much better performance than the middle but far from
perfect. I finished 51st. Whilst this was a step in the right direction I knew I could still improve
for the relay race! The best results for GB in the long came from Ben Mitchell (University of
Western England) who was 30th and Megan Carter-Davies who finished 15th.

Long Distance race at Kuortane. Photo: Janna Nousiainen

After the long race all attentions turned to the relay. My team consisted of Nathan Lawson
on first leg, then myself before Matt Elkington on the anchor leg. Nathan and I were current
Sheffield University students and Matt was alumni; Sheffield Uni were taking on the world!
Nathan fought hard on the first leg, coming back in 18th place just behind the main pack, a
solid start. I felt none of the pressure I had experienced before the individual races and as
soon as I started, my orienteering began to flow and I could push hard. I was smooth and able
to ignore the other runners in the forest around me. My race was almost perfect, I felt like I
had finally mastered the Finnish terrain! I handed over to Matt in 13th having made up 5
places and so relieved to have finally put together a good race. Matt was in a small group of
runners from 8th to 15th place with all to play for. He raced so well, holding his own in the
field of world class orienteers, eventually finishing in 10 th. With each country allowed two
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teams but with only one counting, 10th place translated to 7th Nation overall for our
GB/Sheffield Uni team!

Three happy team mates after the relay.

In typical student fashion the week ended with an awesome beer race and a great party for
all the teams. The week hadn’t turned out exactly as I’d hoped but on reflection and, based
on my preparation, I couldn’t be too disappointed. I had struggled to interpret the Finnish
maps which use 2.5-meter contour intervals meaning all features on the map are much
smaller on the ground than expected for those of us used to 5m intervals, standard in Britain
and most of Europe. I was glad to have proved to myself, albeit at the last opportunity, that
when things go right I can compete with the best orienteers. At 22 I was one of the younger
runners at the competition and I’ll have the opportunity to compete in Russia in 2020. I plan
to return fitter, stronger and more prepared to handle the navigational challenges that a new
region can present!
I’d like to thank the entire British team who made this an incredible week. There was always
a laid-back atmosphere in the Squad with no one taking themselves too seriously, we looked
out for one another and everyone spent the week laughing! Our accommodation at the
Kuortane Olympic training village was incredible and we spent many great afternoons
swimming in the lake and chilling out on the beach. Thanks to our coaches Mark and Alice
who do an amazing job, they are always enthusiastic about orienteering and looking after
their team. I’d also like to thank Sheffield University, Airienteers and the Jack Bloor fund
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whom I once again turned to for financial support. None of this would be possible without
your continued support!
The Future
This has been a much belated report on what was an amazing week in Finland. Upon my
immediate return I was quickly under the cosh as I attempted to finish my Masters. Thankfully
it went smooth enough! The next big change in my life was moving to Australia, Melbourne
to be precise! I am under-taking a 6-month scholarship as the Coach in Residence for
Orienteering Victoria. This is a great opportunity for me to experience another part of the
world and try to deliver a coaching plan for local orienteers. Not only is this a chance to
improve others, but also myself. This may be the closest I will every come to being a full-time
athlete. I have so much time to train hard, look after my body and race in new terrains, all
whilst avoiding the British Winter! I’ll be back in time for our domestic races in April and look
forward to another competitive season of orienteering and fell running! I hope I can end the
year even closer to the ultimate goal of World Championships Selection.

AIRE Club League 2018/19 – Chris Burden
13 Events - Your best 7 events to count. This year we are including Superleague Events
There are still some uncertainties about the date and venues of some of these events.
Please check on British Orienteering Fixtures and Clubs' Fixture Lists to ensure the event is
as shown here.
27 Jan 2019

Elland Park Woods EPOC

3 Mar 2019

Ilkley Moor AIRE

10 Mar 2019 Wharncliffe Woods SYO
17 Mar 2019 Compass Sport Cup NOC/NATO/BL??
24 Mar 2019 Deffer & Cawthorne Woods EPOC
14 Apr 2019

tba CLARO

19 May 2019 Royds Hall Woods EPOC
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Land’s End to John O’Groats on a bike – Liz Davies
I would not consider myself a serious cyclist
but do enjoy expeditions – cycling or
walking. Five years ago I cycled the
Hebrides; Barra to the Butt of Ness and really
enjoyed it so when my friend Sue said she
was keen to do LEJOG my interest was raised
but a bit of research showed that most
people did it fairly quickly on main roads
which didn’t interest me at all.
Then in February last year she said that she
had found a route created by Sustrans the
cycling charity; they had put together a 28 stage route using quiet roads, tracks and byways
on the National Cycle Network which avoided main roads. It was about 200 miles longer than
the most direct route but once I got the book and read it – it really appealed to me. The idea
then became a bit more than an idea, it morphed into an intention. Although Sue had retired
and I was semi- retired (I was still working a couple of days a week) so taking so much time
off before the school holidays was not feasible – however it gave me a very good reason to
finally fully retire. We started talking about it and then telling other people that we were
planning to do it so it started to take on a life of its own. We began to plan when we were
going, thinking about what we were taking and trying to minimise everything down to
essentials, and get as much cycling in beforehand (but never feeling that I had done enough).
We decided that end of August and the first weeks of September would be the best time. We
would avoid the most popular time in June/July, the school holidays in August and with a bit
of luck the weather would be ok. We would also not be too concerned about having to cycle
in the dark.
Transport down was booked, bikes bought (in my case), fettled, gear sorted, first six nights’
accommodation booked – it was beginning to be a reality and then the day arrived.
Goodbyes were said then early in the morning
we set off to Land’s End. I am not going to take
you on a day by day account of the trip. I am
going to tell you about the highs, lows, and other
significant bits of it.
The route was broken down into 28 stages of
varying miles – South West from Land’s End to
Gloucester (first 8 stages); the West Midlands
from Gloucester to Nantwich (3 stages); North
14

West from Nantwich to Gretna Green (5 stages); Southern Scotland from Gretna Green to
Pitlochry (6 stages) and finally the Highlands from Pitlochry to John O’Groats (6 stages). We
cycled a distance of 1256 miles with a total of 21,331m ascent and 21,537m of descent.
Best bits









Setting off from Land’s End with the whole route ahead of us. It was an adventure
and a leap of faith even though we had done our research and preparation it was still
a step into the unknown.
The changing landscape as we travelled through the country. The changes were
often subtle but the beauty of our country and the variety of the terrain was fabulous
to experience.
The history of the country. The stops we made at various times - Abbeys and
Cathedrals, ruins and battlefields, industrial and agricultural; it was an education.
Many of the various BnB’s we had. We soon learned that there was no correlation
between what we paid and the quality of the place but some of the locations were
great. The hospitality of the owners was without fail excellent. In particular the one
in Gretna who offered to wash and dry our clothes and the one in Balloch who
welcomed us in at 10.30am soaking wet after cycling for two and a half hours through
the rain that preceded the gales of Storm Ali.
Arriving in JOG on a windy cold day at the end of September feeling elated that we
had finally arrived and achieved our goal but sad that it had come to an end. Also
being met by our partners who had travelled up to join us at the end to celebrate with
us.

Hardest bits




We were told that Cornwall and Devon were the
worst for hills – and it was true. They were not
particularly high compared to Scotland but they
were short, steep and kept on coming. The climb
onto Exmoor was pretty tough. We were both
glad we had trained in Yorkshire!
The day from Bonnar Bridge to Tongue was the
toughest. 55.6 miles with 745m of ascent in the
remotest part of Scotland. It was very, very
windy from the north so we were heading into it
at all times. It was wet for much of the day and
cold – at one time we were hailed on. It was a
day to grit your teeth and keep on going as there
was nothing else you could do. We were very
glad to get to the Crask Inn which was the only
15



place for miles and stop for a bite to eat. It would have been even better if they had
their fire lit so we could dry off out wet stuff and warm up.
We were pretty pleased to avoid the worst of Storm Ali too. It was a close call. We
had been watching the forecast and knew that the gales would be too dangerous to
cycle in when they were at their height but would not be at their worst until about
11am. We had a fortunate combination of circumstances that day. It was only 22
miles from Glasgow to Balloch, all of it off road on reasonable tracks so we weren’t
worried about traffic. It was fairly flat, the railway line took a similar route through
the valley and there was a station every couple of kilometres within easy access so we
could always bail out if need be. We stayed at a hotel in Glasgow the night before that
served breakfast from 7am so we were up early and off by 7.20. The rain started as
soon as we started cycling but the wind took some time to build up. We arrived at our
BnB in Balloch at 10.30 dripping wet through to be welcomed by the owners and given
cups of tea while our bedroom was being prepared. We had beaten the worst of the
storm and were able to continue with our journey as planned.

Some of the people we met









A couple from America who put our venture to shame. They had arrived in Europe,
cycled in Italy, France and Germany. Sailed to the UK and cycled up to John O’Groats.
We met them in Cornwall where they were shortly to finish the route we were doing
but in reverse. They were then going to Southampton to sail to New York where they
would then cycle to Connecticut to their sons. They had been away for eight months
so far. They would have been in M/W 65 or 70 we think. Our hats came off to them.
In an Indian restaurant near our Travel Lodge in Hartlebury we met James who was
doing the same route as us but in three weeks rather than the four we were taking.
A lovely lady called Deborah in Bury. She was cycling past us when we were trying to
work out how to get to a local cycle shop. We asked her the way and she said, “Follow
me, that’s where I am heading to get my cycle serviced.” She took us through the busy
streets with great aplomb and took charge at the shop. Turns out she was a teacher
(primary we think) and offered us her service slot in order to get Sue’s brakes sorted
as the member of staff was not very helpful at all. Which was very different to the
help we got in Glasgow.
The lads in Billy Bisland’s Cycles in Glasgow were great. I had got a problem with one
of my tyres, lots of little nicks and kept getting punctures in my rear wheel. I asked
their advice which was if you were cycling for the day it should not be a problem and
when I said I was on the way to JOG they agreed with me that it would be best to
replace it(them) with puncture resistant ones and just got on with it.
Becky doing 1000 mile challenge from Scotland to Wales including the big three peaks
and swimming the lakes.
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Some of the places we visited











Trerice House – Elizabethan house that had not been altered since being built. We
would have liked to have stayed more than the hour we did.
Whalley Abbey – one of the best value visits we had. £2 bought us our entry and a
leaflet which was a simple guide to the ruins. It took us on a ‘guided tour’ and
explained what each bit was about which really helped us to understand the history
of it.
Glastonbury – we were out of season but it was full of alternative shops, lots of crystal
ones, wicker paraphernalia (not the furniture) and clothes shops where purple was
the dominant colour.
Carlisle Castle – much more interesting than we thought it may be. Told its history
and how it was a constant battle zone between the British and the Scots. Told it from
the perspective of the British and the Scots in a display that paralleled each other.
Culloden Visitor Centre – really
well done gallery of exhibits
which told the story of the
battle of Culloden from the
opposing sides so you could
see the build-up and the issues
that created the situation.
However the most powerful
part was the viewing room
which was a square space that
had surround sound and video on all four walls. The re-enactment of the battle
immersed you in the moment. It was visceral, terrible and emotional. I was nearly in
tears when it had finished. It really portrayed the horrors of war at that time.
Slimbridge Wetlands Centre; Truro Cathedral (great organ music playing); Iron Bridge
(that was wrapped up for renovations plus lots of
other places.
Navigation Aids
We used a selection between us. My Garmin had
all the road sections on route and a 1:50 map so
that was useful, so was the app on my phone in
the cities. I had highlighted the route on a large
scale road atlas and cut it into sections. Sue had
a smaller Garmin that had the route on a
‘breadcrumb’ trail which was very useful on the
off road sections and in the cities plus she took the
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pages out of the book that had the route on and the city maps which often helped us find our
BnB.
Hopefully this has given you a taste of our trip. We had an amazing time. It was challenging
but do-able.
Sue and I have known each other for years and have been on many
trips/holidays previously. She was an ideal friend to go with. We never fell out or had a cross
word between us over the whole time. We were both determined to make it work and
because we knew each other so well we were in tune with each other and had the tolerance
to get over any niggles. On the days when it really mattered and we were challenged
physically and mentally we both agreed at the end that we were glad to be doing it with each
other because we could rely on each other.
(Hats off to you both and thank you for a thoroughly entertaining read, Liz. Ed.)

Aire Affairs Interview #2 with Sue Stevens
Sue, how did you get in to orienteering?
For 45 years I had no idea that there was a sport called
orienteering. Too busy with being a doctor and bringing up
three children to look beyond the hill walking we’d always done
and the bit of running I’d started because Ben, our eldest, was
keen. Then, when Ben was 10, Neil (husband) announced that
he’d done something called orienteering in his youth and
thought we might all like it and so my main hobby for the last
twenty years began. Or almost. The first event we tried to go to
we couldn’t find, the second our daughter Victoria (age 9)
screamed so much in the car about not wanting to go we had to turn back, but at the third
attempt we made it. We didn’t know anyone in the orienteering world and had no idea what
to do but Neil successfully completed a yellow course with the children while I got very lost
on an orange. When I’m having a bad run now and think I’m going into senile decline I remind
myself that I used to be much worse.
What are your personal targets for 2019?
The same orienteering targets as for every year and still not achieved -To arrive at events in
the right mental state, to spend more time training, to pay more attention to the map and
not let my mind wander, and to follow Victoria’s ‘O’ tips (that screaming child was British
Champion a few years later).
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Do you train specifically for orienteering and/or what form does your training take?
I tell people, including myself, that I run four times a week to keep fit, but when I count the
times I actually put on my running kit it’s unfortunately rather less. I walk our doddery old dog
every day but her increasing daftness and deafness make this experience psychologically
traumatic so is not helpful.
How else do you like to spend your spare time?
Since retiring from the NHS I intermittently go and work in Africa, but have now decided to
give this up and focus on understanding and identifying plants and birds, to which end I have
started a part -time course at Manchester Metropolitan University in species identification. I
also volunteer for the Yorkshire Dales Rivers Trust as an education support worker in their
mobile classroom where I get to play with plastic sand, build river systems and discuss
flooding with 5-14 year olds.
Which has been your most satisfying/enjoyable orienteering event to date and why?
Family holiday at the Swiss 6 days, Zermatt, 2006. Beautiful scenery, great courses, perfect
weather, fabulous walk on the day off –12 hours to the Mettelhorn and back, lift pass to
everywhere, good chalet. (Our favourite too! Ed.)
Have you ever achieved what might be termed a ‘perfect run’ and, if yes, could you tell us
about it?
No. I had a near perfect run at the British Relays, Tankersley, 2011, running 3 rd leg in W50
with Joyce Marshall and Shirley Wood. I was surprised to hit every control spot on apart from
a few seconds’ error near the end and even more surprised when a beaming Joyce and Shirley
said we’d won. That’s my one and only relay medal.
You have made several visits to Africa in your role as a medical practitioner. If you are
happy to, could you tell our readers something of your work and what it meant to you?
I feel very privileged to have had the opportunity to work in Africa as a paediatrician. Just
before I retired I had a three month sabbatical in a Zambian mission hospital, then post
retirement a short visit to Madagascar to teach a module on a diploma in disability developed
for Madagascar by the Leeds Hospitals Charity, and then spent six months in Uganda and
another six months in Kenya working in fairly remote hospitals under the auspices of the UK
Royal College of Paediatrics on their overseas programme ‘Global Links’.
The work was hard, and it was very sad to see so many children dying of preventable diseases,
but the cause was usually not lack of medicine or equipment but corruption pervading every
level of society, starting at the top with the politicians and government officials, and feeding
down through every layer to the hospital staff – in Uganda the electricians who replaced light
bulbs in the day and stole them again at night, the plumbers who refused to plumb the
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children’s toilets so by lunchtime every day the excrement was so thick on the toilet floors
the children and their mothers had to use the grass outside the ward instead, the storeman
who engendered such fear in the staff that they would not contact him one day when the
ward was overflowing with very sick children with malaria and we’d run out of medication –
many of them died while the medicine that would have saved them stayed locked in the store,
the medical staff who demanded money from parents before they would do an investigation
on their child that should have been free and refused to do the test if the parents were too
poor to pay… And in Kenya there was the four month long doctors’ strike and the child who
was murdered on the ward which no-one would do anything about.
Although it was very interesting and sometimes rewarding work, and of course there were a
lot of very dedicated, hard working staff, particularly nursing staff and some of the clinical
officers, the working environment made it almost impossible to effect any long term
improvements to healthcare which is what I was supposed to be doing, hence my decision
not to go back. Africa is a beautiful and fascinating place though and I’d go back as a tourist.
Victoria is working in South Africa now so the ‘Big 5’ beckons next winter.
(Thank you for sharing your experiences with us Sue, Ed.)

Junior Development Officer update
January 2019
Simon Martland
During 2018 and 2019 I am continuing to work in primary
schools delivering orienteering activities to pupils using newly-drawn school maps and SI
equipment.
As we all know, AIRE covers a large geographical area of West and North Yorkshire and schools
across the whole of the area have taken up the opportunity to teach their pupils navigation
and orienteering skills. I have been invited to work in schools as far west as Settle and
Bentham, as far east as Wetherby and Boston Spa, as well as numerous schools in Leeds and
Bradford.
Throughout February and March schools will have the opportunity to compete in relay races
as part of the Level 2 School Games in their district. The top teams in each district will then
compete at the Level 3 Winter Games in an effort to be crowned County Champions. Last year
teams from Leeds district picked up medals in both the U9 and U11 age groups and those
schools have gone on to continue to teach orienteering as part of their PE curriculum.
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Later in the year, during May and June, There will be a series of Saturday events aimed
specifically at juniors using local parks and school grounds. Please check the events calendar
for more details on these events. It is still my aim to transfer the interest, enthusiasm and
enjoyment I see in every school I visit into juniors and their families attending Airienteers
events around the region in the future.
jdo@aire.org.uk

Airienteers New Year’s Day Event – Baildon Moor

Thanks to Ruth and Pete for organising our annual ‘See in the New Year’ Event on Baildon
Moor and the Social afterwards. There was a large turnout of Airienteers and friends who
soon disappeared over the moor at the start of their 45 minutes.

Silly hats on
parade!
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OPPORTUNITIES TO RUN FOR AIRIENTEERS – Steve Webb
COMPASS SPORT CUP
The draw has been made for the Compass Sport Cup qualifying
round. All the matches take place on Sunday 17 March. We
shall be competing against MDOC, LOC and WCOC.
The match is at the Border Liners Bampton Common event
near Penrith. This is a new area near Haweswater and looks to
be open fell/moorland, so should suit many of our club with
experience of Ilkley Moor and similar terrain.
Travel should be fairly straightforward: up the A65 and M6,
and certainly a lot easier than the alternative venues that were
offered to us.
Obviously we need to get a good turnout across all the age classes to maximise our point
scoring opportunities, so please put the date in your diary now. I shall put a spreadsheet on
the AIRE website so you can sign up for the team and also express interest in running in AIRE
relay teams.
JK RELAYS
This year the JK is organised by South Central OA. I shall be putting together teams for the
relays which will be held at Minley near Farnborough on Easter Monday, 22 April.
At the JK we have a bit of flexibility in arranging combinations of 3 runners, so if you are going
down to Hampshire and Berkshire to run in the individual we’d be delighted to have you run
in an AIRE team. If there is a particular relay race you would like to run or people you’d like
to run with then let me know.
BRITISH CHAMPS
You should all know by now that the British Champs is in Yorkshire this year. As well as the
individual race at Arncliffe/Kilnsey on Sunday 5 May there are two opportunities to represent
the club in relay races. Monday 6 May is the British Relay Champs at Middleton Park in Leeds
and we shall be entering teams in the open races and also the age group classes. This is a
great opportunity on local terrain to fly the flag for AIRE so please sign up and let’s have plenty
of teams in action.
On Saturday 4 May there’s something a bit different: a mixed sprint relay around Bradford
University. It’s a new format for me, and probably for a lot of us. So I’m hoping that before
British Champs weekend we can organise a bit of specific training in mass start gaffled races
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to give us an idea of what to expect. Watch this space for details, and of course please let
me know if you’d like to run in an AIRE team at this exciting event in Bradford.
Steve Webb, Team Captain

AIRE Junior Coaching Calendar – Spring 2109 – Lindsey King

Please contact Lindsey on lindseyking49@hotmail.co.uk if you are interested.

(Beckett Park School Games 2018. Photo. Ed)
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